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BROWSER COMPATIBILITY
We recommend Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge and similar common web
browsers to use The Pitch.
Do NOT use Safari, the proprietary web browser that is part of Apple’s Mac
operating system, because some functions of The Pitch will not display as
designed or work as intended, due to the special limitations of Safari.

OVERVIEW
ThePitch.ca is open for business!
Envisioned as a digital showcasing platform, The
Pitch has begun to bring performing artists and
touring musicians together with arts presenters
and concert and show buyers.
As a business-to-business application, The Pitch
seeks to build a broad, trusted community of
touring artists, agencies, performance companies,
presenting networks, and presenters and venues
seeking live or digital performances.

Sign up for your risk-free trial now.
Join today and be part of rebuilding better as
COVID transforms from a world-shuttering pandemic by enhancing market access through
digital showcasing. As a newly developed software, The Pitch will evolve as you as its users tell
us what they want to do with it to develop business relationships, what features are important
to you to improve the software.
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THE PITCH MODULES
To better understand The Pitch, it is important to understand the relationship between accounts,
profiles, pitches and showcase rooms. Follow the links to specific sections in the User Guide for detailed
step-by-step information.

Your account contains your basic account and log-in information. The Pitch uses a simple phone or
email verification process; there is no need to remember another password. Your account can include

several users. Each user on your account can log-in with their own email and mobile number. That
will help your group or organization to integrate The Pitch into your regular business development
process. Once your free trial period is complete, you will manage your billing and payment information
in your account. (Having an account and users within the account will remain free.)
Each account has an expanded profile with relevant information — artistic disciplines, audiences,
geographic experience, type of shows — that is specific to your role, i. e. artist, agent, presenter or
network. This profile information is used in Search
which relies on keyword-rich information
representing your practice or interests. The profile also includes links to social media and web sites.
The artist profile includes their library of media assets; that can include a short and long biography,
photographs, video clips to create pitches for presenters (buyers), links to audio clips and other important
texts (e. g. awards; descriptions of their performances, workshops or community engagement activities;
reviews; touring history; and other information that influences buyers’ decision-making) and any other
information that might be part of their electronic press kit (EPK).

Agents’ profiles include their roster of artists, where they manage artists’ profiles and pitch assets.
Presenter profiles include information about their interests and presenting practice.
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Pitches are standardized. The pitch assets uploaded to artists’ profiles are used to
create pitches using the Pitch Wizard, a drag and drop utility that turns individual
pitch assets into full public pitches. Pitch templates for music include an
introductory video and three live performances or digital performances videos of a full
song, as well as promotional texts, images and anything else artists want presenters
to know so they can evaluate them for their programming. Theatre, dance, circus and
other performing arts not easily excerpted will have another Pitch template
(available soon) that allows for optimal display of full-length shows and trailers.

Showcase Rooms

can be created by any user. A Showcase Room features
completed pitches from several performers they want to showcase to potential
buyers. Once the Showcase Room set up is complete, the host invites presenters to
participate in the Showcase. Hosts can invite anyone to view their showcase, even
presenters without an account on The Pitch. Hosts will receive information about
users’ interest in the showcased artists and plan their follow-up accordingly.
Account
•Basic info for free trial,
payment processing
and to manage
account users.
•4 types of accounts
• Artists / Performing
companies
• Agents & Managers
• Presenters & Venues
• Presenting Networks

Profile
•Profile info is
searchable.
•Performers/Agents
• Genre / artistic practice
• Target audiences for
shows
• Self-identification
• Media assets for
pitches and other
current marketing
materials
• Presenters
• Disciplines presented
• Location

Pitches
•Pitches are searchable
•Performers/Agents
• Prepare video pitches
as per our guidelines.
• Artists can pitch
several shows at the
same time.
•Presenters / Networks
•Presenters can
discover these pitches
whenever they search
for specific types of
artists or shows.

After a pitch is
created, any
user on The
Pitch can view
it via the
artist’s profile.
Pitches can
also be added
to Showcase
Rooms to
target specific
buyers.

Showcase Room
•Anyone can host a
Showcase Room.
•Hosts place several
artist pitches into a
Showcase Room.
•Each Showcase Room
is a time-limited
market place which
includes the featured
pitches, and buyer
interest indicators.
•Hosts can invite
anyone, including
those without a Pitch
account.
•Hosts receive interest
reports.

Accounts, users within accounts and Profiles, including the private Pitch Assets media library, are free
of charge to any user. After the free trial period, account holders will only be charged for their use of
the pitch. Use means the creation of pitches as well as curating and hosting showcase rooms and other
valuable functions to come online such as presenters issuing requests for pitches.
Finally, remember, as The Pitch grows, its functionalities will expand.
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HOW TO SET UP AND USE THEPITCH.CA
The following step-by-step information applies to all users, except where stated otherwise.

ALL USERS: CREATE AN ACCOUNT
Open your web browser (do not use Safari!) and go
to thepitch.ca
Click on Log-in in the top navigation
If this is your first time visiting the site, click on Get
started! in the blue box.
Each role or type of account has some unique
capabilities. It is critical that you register in the
correct role. Select your role and enter your name,
email and mobile phone number.
This is how you will log-in to the pitch.
Now log-in to the pitch!

IMPORTANT: Creating an account is free.
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ALL USERS: CREATE YOUR PROFILE
Once you have an account, log-in and
create your profile. Your initial view will
be the Account Settings.
IMPORTANT: Your profile is critical to
fully using The Pitch. It contains
information that is indexed by our
search engine.
Each type of account requires specific
profile information:
•
•

•

Presenters are asked about
specialties and interests
Agents are asked about the
disciplines and geographic reach of
their roster
Artists are asked about their
performance practice, selfidentification, audiences and
production formats
Under Dashboard click on your
role, either Presenter, Agency
or Artist. Upload your logo –
ensure it works in the standard
round format shown.
Copy and paste or write a brief description
in Who are we?
Choose your privacy settings. Remember,
the more open your profile is, the more
business can find you.
Enter your complete contact information and add links to your web and social media sites.
Enter details about your Specialties or About Me. Users can select from the drop-down options
and they can add additional search terms relevant to their practice or interests. This information
is included in search results, so it is important to be thoughtful about adding relevant tags.

IMPORTANT: Creating your profile is free.
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ALL USERS: ADD TEAM AND STAFF TO YOUR ACCOUNT
Every account holder can add users to their account, free of charge.
Go to Team & Staff under the Profile. At minimum you will see the account holder as a team
member in this view.
Click on + Add member and complete the pop-up window information including their mobile
phone number. Click on the Add member button to save.
The new member is added to your list of team members. They can now log-in with their email
and mobile phone number.
To edit team member information, or delete a team member, click on the three dots at the end
of the row.
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AGENTS: CREATE THEIR ROSTER
Agents can set up their roster of artists they represent under Roster in the Tools section. From here
they can add, edit or delete artists from their roster. They can also add artists contact information here.
Importantly, this information can be set to provide so it is only visible to the agency team and not to
any other users on The Pitch.
The manage the artist roster, click on Roster. The list of your current artists will appear.
Click + Add Artist and complete the popup window information including, optionally, their
contact information. This information will not be made public to users outside your agency.
Click on the Create profile button to save.
The new artist is added to your Artists Roster.
To edit artist information, view their pitches or remove them from your roster, click on the
three dots at the end of the row.
IMPORTANT: Removing an artist from the roster, simply means the agency no longer works with this
artist. Remove from roster does not mean the artist profile is deleted from The Pitch. Instead, the artist
profile becomes an orphaned profile that is no longer associated to the agency’s account. The artist
themselves or their new agent can claim that orphaned profile by contacting The Pitch.
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AGENTS: COMPLETE ARTIST PROFILES
Agents are fully in charge of their artists’ profiles as well as the creation of Pitches and participation on
Showcase Rooms.
Under Tools click on Roster. Your list of artists will appear. Select the artist you wish to edit.
Upload the artist’s profile picture – this image will be shown in search results. Ensure it works
in the standard format shown.
Copy and paste or write the Artist Bio. Tip: start with the most important information for
buyers. Click Update. You must Update within each edit window to save your work.
Complete Find Artist Online to ensure buyers have this additional information at their
fingertips. Click Update.
Enter Profile details about the artistic practice, self-identification, target audience and
production formats. Users can select from the drop-down list and they can add additional search
tags relevant to their artist’s specific practice. This information is included in search results, so it
is important to be thoughtful about adding relevant tags. Click Update.
The Pitch Assets are your
working files from which to
create pitches for the specific artist.
Performance videos are essential to
create pitches for presenters
(buyers). Assets can include
promotional images as well as text
boxes. Separate text boxes should
be used for a short and long
biography; awards or nominations
received;
descriptions
of
performances,
workshops
or
community engagement activities;
reviews; touring history; and other
information that influences buyers’
decision-making. Create separate
boxes for each type of information
allows you to pick and choose what
to include in a specific Pitch. You
can also upload a PDF of their latest
electronic press kit.
IMPORTANT: Click to see the video guides for the recommended specifications to create high
quality pitches including everything you need to know about the pitch template.
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ARTISTS: COMPLETE YOUR ARTIST PROFILE
Self-representing artists or group are fully in charge of their own profiles. They are also able to create
Pitches and participate in Showcase Rooms.
Under Dashboard click on Artist then Profile.
Upload the artist’s profile picture – this image will be shown in search results. Ensure it works
in the standard format shown.
Copy and paste or write the Artist Bio. Tip: start with the most important information for
buyers. Click Update. You must Update within each edit window to save your work.
Complete Find Artist Online to ensure buyers have this additional information at their
fingertips. Click Update.
Enter Profile details about the artistic practice, self-identification, target audience and
production formats. Users can select from the drop-down list and they can add additional search
tags relevant to their artist’s specific practice. This information is included in search results, so it
is important to be thoughtful about adding relevant tags. Click Update.
The Pitch Assets are your
working files from which to
create pitches for the specific artist.
Performance videos are essential to
create pitches for presenters
(buyers). Assets can include
promotional images as well as text
boxes. Separate text boxes should
be used for a short and long
biography; awards or nominations
received;
descriptions
of
performances,
workshops
or
community engagement activities;
reviews; touring history; and other
information that influences buyers’
decision-making. Create separate
boxes for each type of information
allows you to pick and choose what
to include in a specific Pitch. You
can also upload a PDF of your latest
electronic press kit.
IMPORTANT: Click to see the video guides for the recommended specifications to create high
quality pitches including everything you need to know about the pitch template.
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AGENTS AND ARTISTS: USE THE PITCH WIZARD TO CREATE A PITCH
After the artist profile is completed with the pitch assets in place, users can create their specific
targeted pitch or pitches to promote specific shows on the artist profile or in showcase rooms.
Under Tools click on the down arrow beside Pitches, so the sub-navigation appears. Click on
Templates. Any current pitches you are working on or have completed appear in the list. Click
on + Create pitch to access to Pitch Wizard.
Start with a descriptive title for the show you are selling. This title will appear on the Profile
and in Showcase Rooms.
Drag and drop the artists that are part of this specific show pitch. Most often this will be a
single group, but sometimes you may have a collaborative show you are pitching.
Change the privacy setting to make this pitch searchable after it is complete.
Drag and drop the relevant videos, texts and images from the specific artist’ Pitch Assets to
create the specific show pitch you want to promote. Save your pitch in progress or complete.
Make sure that you follow the Pitch Template. Missing required elements – intro video, three
separate performance videos (one per song or excerpt for music) – will appear as blanks in the
published Pitch. That will make it appear incomplete, and thus potentially weaker, to the viewer.
Use or customize the text boxes from your pitch assets to address the specific potential buyers
you are pitching to make your case. (Should usage patterns and buyer preferences demand it we
will release additional pitch templates in future updates to The Pitch.)
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IMPORTANT: Only the pitches you have made public are searchable. They can be viewed either
directly on the artist profile or in any showcase room where they are featured. The pitch assets
themselves are not viewable or searchable by others. They are your private working files.
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ALL USERS: CREATE A SHOWCASE ROOM
Any user can create a showcase room, curate published pitches and invite buyers to consider these
featured pitches.
Under Tools click on Showcase Room, so the sub-navigation appears. If you have an existing
showcase room you can manage them here. To set up a new Showcase Room click on Create a
room.

Start with a descriptive
title for the Showcase
Room. This title will appear
in email invitations to
potential buyers, as well as
on participants’ showcase
room listing.
You can add your attendee
list from a CSV file now or
later as well as the expected
End Date.
(The Pitch Import from Notebook feature will be released in the future.)
Find artists whose pitches
you wish to feature by
searching on The Pitch by
name, keywords and filters.
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Click on artists names on
the search results page
to view their profile.
Look to the My Pitches
& Shows area to see
whether they have
published pitches.
If they have a pitch, you
can a) view it and b) add
it to your already
created, but not live yet,
showcase room.
Only pitches can be
showcased; an artists
profile cannot be added
to a showcase room as
such.
You can save an artist
profile
to
Your
Notebook for future
reference.
Should an artist you
want to showcase not
have a pitch published
yet, simply contact them
via the contact details
provided.
Add the pitch directly to
your already created,
but not yet live,
Showcase Room.
You can also save a Pitch to your own private Notebook for future reference.
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Assemble all of the Pitches you want to showcase in the Showcase Room. Once your
Showcase Room is complete, you can make it live and invite potential buyers to view the
Pitches and indicate their interest.
IMPORTANT: Avoid creating a Showcase Room for a single pitch. In that case, you can simply
encourage potential buyers to view the pitch on your artist profile.
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ALL USERS: INVITING BUYERS TO YOUR SHOWCASE ROOM
Once your
showcase
room is
complete,
you can
make it
live.

To invite potential buyers to attend, click on Showcase Room under Tools. And Click on + Invite.
The drop-down box will open.
You can either
bulk upload a CSV
file with presenters
names and emails
you want to invite,
or add individual
emails and contact
information.
Save contact to
complete.
When you are
ready to open the room and invite presenters you can do this from here directly. Or go to the
Attendees column in the management view, you will see how many attendees are active and
pending. Click on these words to see the actual lists and to invite pending attendees.
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After clicking on pending attendees in the management view, you will see your list of
attendees you have already identified. From here you can send an automated invitation to all
invitees or only specific ones.

IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS
ALL USERS: SEARCH
Search is how
users can
discover who is
on The Pitch to
pitch their shows
to, who is
representing
artists and who
is presenting
shows.

Search is
accessible by
clicking on the
magnifying glass
at the top of
every page on
The Pitch.
Search works through keyword searches or by
using the filters. They can also be used together.
Search results apear instantly as users begin to type in
the search field.
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The importance of profile images is clear: search returns a card result that allows users to view more
about the artist’s practice on the card itself.
Clicking on the name displayed, leads to the profile page.
The searcher can see the artist profile, including the contact information for the agent or the
self-representing artist or group.
If there are published pitches, the user can access them from here.
Pitch videos play in a gallery view that allows the user to skip ahead or back at will, without
extra clicks to go back and forth between the profile, pitch and individual pitch videos.
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ALL USERS: NOTEBOOK
The Notebook is Private. Only you can see the profiles and pitches you save here.
IMPORTANT: You can save any user profile or pitch to your Notebook for future consideration.
Should you decide to include a saved Pitch in a Showcase, you can add it to your Showcase Room
from here.

Click on Notebook under Tools, and then click on Create New Notebook. Give it a name you
will recognize and that is specific to the purpose of the notebook, for instance, to collect artists
you want to consider booking for a specific season.

You can filter the information in your Notebook by type of user or pitch.
Users can also manage their Notebook content by clicking on the three dots to either place a
pitch into a Showcase Room or by deleting information that is no longer relevant.
(The My Notes feature will be released soon.)
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ALL USERS: SUPPORT
Whenever you run into a bug, or
some technical difficulty using
the Pitch, please send a note to
Support. Our helpdesk will
respond promptly, at the latest
within 24 hours.
The Guides page houses the
Video editorial and production
guides as well as the current
version of this User Guide.

To access live assistance for establishing accounts, profiles, rosters, artist profiles and
creating pitch assets including videos, pitches and showcase rooms, email
outreach@thepitch.ca

We recommend Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge and similar common web
browsers to use The Pitch.
Do NOT use Safari, the proprietary web browser that is part of Apple’s Mac
operating system, because some functions of The Pitch will not display as
designed or work as intended.
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